
GRADUATE TRANSPORT PLANNER 
OPPORTUNITIES

Paul Basham Associates are a multi-disciplinary consultancy specialising in Transport
Planning, Travel Planning, Highway Design and Civil Engineering, with offices in
Fareham, Oxford and Bristol.

We are currently recruiting for Graduate Transport Planners for our Fareham, Oxford
and Bristol Offices. We are looking for hardworking, enthusiastic and dedicated people
to join our team with a degree in a relevant subject (Geography, Sustainable
Development, other related degrees may also be considered).

As a graduate at Paul Basham Associates you can be expected to benefit from:

• A well-established Graduate Training Programme;
• An experienced Mentor who will guide you with quarterly progress reviews & day-

to-day mentoring;
• The opportunity to complete a Masters in Transport Planning;
• Guidance and support in gaining Chartered status;
• Opportunities to become involved in all areas of the business including marketing,

finance, meetings etc.
• A friendly, enthusiastic team who will be keen to get you involved from the

outset;
• Numerous benefits including annual salary reviews, company pension scheme,

private healthcare and more!

To apply, please send your CV & covering letter to Rachael Kershaw at 
rachael@paulbashamassociates.com by Friday 15th February 2019

Interviews are anticipated for w/c 18th February 2019.

If you would like further details, please give us a call on 01489 668 134

“Being part of the company’s graduate training programme has been a positive experience both in
terms of the skills learned and the team which I have been working alongside. It’s rewarding to be
able to look back and see the progression from learning the basics to being able to carry out project
work independently and begin to see schemes get permission. Within the first few days of starting I
was exposed to project work and from here on was encouraged to gradually develop my skills
through further exposure to a wide range of projects throughout the course of the programme.””

“Upon starting my career at Paul Basham Associates I knew little about Transport Planning,
however working alongside the team and my mentor has allowed me to develop a new skill every
day and I’ve had the opportunity to learn far more than I could have anticipated. Working at Paul
Basham Associates has allowed me to experience many parts of the business from a range of
projects and sectors to marketing and social events. The best part about my time at Paul Basham
Associates so far is being part of a friendly, well experienced team where everyone is happy to
lend a hand.”

Shaan Novitzki, Assistant Transport Planner

Laura Flitney, Assistant Transport Planner


